Tips to help keep Students & their property safe

• Always keep your doors and windows locked when away from your accommodation.
• Mark your property and record serial numbers of same.
• Record IMEI number of your Mobile Phone. (*#06#).
• Back-up information from laptops to memory stick, in the event that same is stolen.
• Security of laptops when studying in the College (Don’t leave unattended).
• Ensure valuables are not displayed in your accommodation, car and when walking around.
• Plan your journeys – tell a friend where you are going and the time to expect you back.
• Never walk alone – walk with friends and in groups.
• Drink aware – don’t leave your drink unattended and never accept drinks from strangers.
• Drink responsibly – Remember a court conviction at college for drunken or public order offences could bar you from getting a foreign visa in years to come.
• Don’t flash it – be wary around cash points.
• Stay Alert – if you see someone hanging around outside your accommodation ask them who they are and be careful of letting others follow you into your building.
• Be respectful – after a night out remember your neighbours by keeping quiet and this includes no loud house parties.
• Lock it or lose it – make sure you lock your bicycle whenever you leave it unattended, use a decent quality lock and ensure you have the serial number recorded.
• Galway Gardai has a campus Garda Officer attached to both University College Galway, The Galway Mayo Institute of Technology & The Galway Technical Institute.

Garda Nora Brady – University College Galway & The Galway Technical Institute.
Garda Declan Mulligan – Galway Mayo Institute of Technology.
Both officers can be contacted at Galway Garda Station – Telephone Number 091-538079.
Contact Galway Gardai:
Emergencies 999
Non emergencies 091-538000.